Abstract. Because of its natural adaptive ability and flexibility in designing of control objective, reinforcement learning provides new ideas for process industry control and has the hope of achieving a wide range of applications. Process industry objects have the characteristics of continuous state, continuous action, non-episodic, etc., and the system state is irreversible. Meanwhile, serious problem of data imbalance appears in the sampling from the state trajectory. All of these make it a difficult problem. This paper designs a novel data processing and controller framework based on deep Q-learning combined with the data management method of condition library. The framework firstly collects time series data from the interaction between the agent and the environment, then updates the data in batches in the condition library, and uses the queuing mechanism to ensure the balance of the training data for Q function. In order to ensure the execution speed of the controller, the policy function is designed. This paper uses the classical water level control as an example to verify the effectiveness of the proposed framework.
Introduction
Today, industrial companies continue to place higher demands on the production process. Apart from the most basic claim of stable operation in production system, which can already be satisfied by traditional control systems based on Proportional Integrative Derivative (PID) style controller, the optimization, real-time scheduling, adapting to time-varying system is also involved. Although the traditional control system is simple and effective, it has strict requirements on the controlled object and cannot meet the special needs of the current production process, and cannot solve many generalized control problems.
The modern control theory based on state space is developed in the early 1960s gradually, and has formed a series of multivariable control system design methods such as state feedback, state observation, and optimal control, and plays an active role in the development of automatic control technology. However, the application of control in the production process did not receive the expected results. For that (1) The design method based on modern control theory include an accurate mathematical model of the controlled object, but the production process is often difficult to describe with simple and accurate mathematical models; (2) Some processes have the characteristics of nonlinearity, time-varying, coupling, and uncertainty. Even if a large number of simplifications are used to obtain a linear steady-state model and some higher-level control strategies are derived, the structure and algorithms of these control strategies are often very complicated, which is difficult to implement or get the desired effect [1] . Reinforcement learning has demonstrated its ability to solve generalized control problems in many fields [2~6] . The basic idea of reinforcement learning is to use machine learning techniques to solve the problem of dynamic programming without the need for an accurate model of the object (which is called model-free method). Reinforcement learning collects system state information, action information, state transition patterns, and reward signals through extensive interaction with the controlled object, and updates the state assessment and even the control policy of the agent in the direction of accumulating rewards. The structure of reinforcement learning is highly flexible.
The interaction between the agent and the environment includes three core concepts: state, action, and reward. The state is used to represent the object's attributes, the action is the controller's control signal, and the reward is used to represent the information fed back to the agent in the process of the state transition. The above structure is same as the feedback control essentially. While in addition to the concept of action is closely related to the controller instructions, the definition of the state and reward under reinforcement learning is more flexible and more versatile than the traditional feedback control, and has a strong ability to solve complex generalized control problems. Furthermore, since reinforcement learning belongs to model-free control and its control policy is updated from the interaction with the object, it has natural adaptability, which provides new ideas for process industry control and hopes to achieve a wide range of applications.
The common process industrial control problems have the characteristics of continuous state, continuous action and non-episodic. Facing the large-scale state space, reinforcement learning has the problem of slow convergence, and the continuous action space puts forward special requirements for structural design of reinforcement learning. The real controlled object is not irreversible unless an accurate dynamic model is estimated, so the date must be sampled from the state trajectory. There is a serious data imbalance problem in the actual operation. In order to solve the practical problems in the designing of process controller based on reinforcement learning, this paper combines the data management method of condition library to design a novel data processing method and controller based on deep Q-learning. The structure of this paper is as follows: The section 2 introduces the basic methodology about DQN and the interaction problems with the object. The section 3 introduces the detail of water level control in DQN method and the learning result.
Methodology Basic Elements
Model-free reinforcement learning assumes that it does not contain any prior knowledge of the controlled object before learning. This is the biggest difference from the control theory. But such assumptions do not mean that prior knowledge cannot be used. Instead, they can provide strong support for reinforcement learning systems, such as helping to establish high-performance initial policy, or speeding up the convergence of learning process. This part of the work is subordinate to the sub-topics of reinforcement learning about model-based reinforcement learning and imitation learning, and can be successfully absorbed by the model-free reinforcement learning framework. Therefore, the article does not discuss about the prior knowledge in depth.
The "environment" in the reinforcement learning, which is called "controlled object" in the control theory, refers to everything outside the "agent", which is called "controller" in the control theory. It contains the controlled process flow, instrument measurement process, data transfer process, and controller execution process. Note that the dynamics of the environment include not only the controlled objects but also the dynamics of the other processes mentioned above. Modern computer-based control algorithms are more suitable for dealing with discrete-time problems, which has a state-space form as shown in Eq. 1.
where ݇ is the discrete time index, ‫ݏ‬ ∈ ܴ is the state, ܽ ∈ ܴ is the action, which is called the control signal and acts on the actuator directly. Such a system satisfies a one-step Markov property because the state of ݇ + 1 depends only on the state of ݇ and action ܽ at the moment, which is one of the conditions that reinforcement learning needs to meet. Most control systems contain external instructions ‫ݑ‬ ∈ ܴ such as operating modes, set points, etc. These signals, which must be referenced by the controller to perform control signals, will be the input of the agent together with the system state ‫ݏ‬ . The control policy for the agent is shown in Eq. 2.
which is the mapping from state space and external instruction space to action space ߨ( For example, the control system diagram of a single-loop feedback control system is shown in Fig. 1 . The dashed box on the left is the agent and the dashed box on the right is the environment. The agent obtains the status signal of the environment and the external instruction, meanwhile, sends a control signal to the environment. The environment receives the action as control signal of the agent, performs the action, and transfers the state to a new one. At the same time, the measured state signal after the transfer is fed back to the agent.
In addition to the data flow inside the control system, the data in the entire process is collected and stored in real time in the form of time series data. To satisfy the control demond, there is a high requirement for the execution frequency of the control policy function ߨ.
Deep Q-learning
The task of reinforcement learning is to use the interaction between the agent and the environment to obtain the optimal control policy when the environment model is unknown. The optimal control policy is determined by the control target, and the control target in the control system diagram is related to the difference between the external instruction and the monitored variable, but in the reinforcement learning framework, the control target is more generalized. ܴ = ‫ݏ(݀ݎܽݓܴ݁‬ , ‫ݑ‬ , ܽ , ‫ݏ‬ ାଵ ) (3) The immediate rewards for reinforcement learning is defined in Eq. 3. ܴ refers to the reward obtained in the process, where the environment state is ‫ݏ‬ , and the external instruction is ‫ݑ‬ , with the action ܽ make the environment state transfer to ‫ݏ‬ ାଵ . The task of reinforcement learning is to solve the optimal control policy ߨ * to maximize the cumulative discount reward shown in Eq. 4.
where the Σ item refers to the accumulated discount reward from the moment (that is, the current moment) to the future infinity. ߛ ∈ [0,1], determines the present value of future rewards: a reward received ݅ time steps in the future is worth only ߛ ି times what it would be worth if it were received immediately. If ߛ = 0, the agent is "myopic" in concerning only with maximizing immediate rewards ܴ by learning to choose ܽ . As ߛ approaches 1, the objective takes future rewards into account and becomes more farsighted [7] . The reinforcement learning algorithm can be roughly divided into on-policy and off-policy according to the policy update method. In the on-policy approach, the agent alternately performs two steps: updating the estimate of the optimal policy function and interacting with the latest policy and environment. There is only one policy function at the same time. In the off-policy, the above two steps are performed asynchronously. When updating the estimation of the optimal policy function, data generated by other policies and environments may be used for the training. At the same time, there may be two policy functions. The advantage of off-policy is that the actual implementation of the policy function is independent of the policy function being learned. The computational efficiency of the learning algorithm does not affect the execution efficiency of the policy, and the limitation on the execution frequency of the policy function is reduced. In addition, the off-policy can use the method of experience replay, and can use the historical data not only from the interaction of agent and environment, but also from control trace of other systems, such as PID, thereby reducing the variance of the training process.
The off-policy Q-learning algorithm is proposed to learn the optimal control policy function. The core iteration in Q-learning algorithm is shown in Eq. 5 [5, 8] .
where ߙ is a small positive fraction called the step-size parameter, which influences the learning rate. The ܳ function is an unbiased estimate of ‫ݍ‬ * , which is the value of taking action ܽ in state ‫ݏ‬ with the external instruction ‫ݑ‬ under the optimal policy ߨ * . While the value ‫ݍ‬ గ under the optimal policy ߨ is defined in Eq. 6.
where ‫ݍ‬ గ ∈ ܴ. Q-learning uses the bellman equation to approximate the cumulative discount rewards using an incremental approach, which facilitates the use of an iterative approach to solve the problem, known as state-action pair value iteration.
The state of the process industry control problem, external instructions, and actions are continuous variables in most cases. Therefore, it is not possible to adopt the tabular method of reinforcement learning, which is to store and update the value function in the form of a table, and the function estimation should be used. Commonly used function estimation methods include linear methods such as least-squares regression, ridge regression, Lasso regression, and nonlinear methods such as artificial neural network, regression trees, support vector regression. This paper uses deep neural network to estimate the Q model, which has a strong feature extraction capability and known as DQN.
‫ݏ(ܳ‬ , ‫ݑ‬ , ܽ ) and ‫ݏ(ߨ‬ , ‫ݑ‬ ) is equivalent essentially. ‫ݏ(ܳ‬ , ‫ݑ‬ , ܽ ) can be converted to ‫ݏ(ߨ‬ , ‫ݑ‬ ) in the method described in Eq. 7.
‫ݏ(ߨ‬ , ‫ݑ‬ ) = ‫݃ݎܽ‬ ‫ݔܽ݉‬ ∈ோ ‫ݏ(ܳ(‬ , ‫ݑ‬ , ܽ)) (7) When the action is discrete, as ܽ ∈ A, The conversion of Eq. 7 is relatively simple: traverse action set A and select the action with the largest value. However, when the action space is too large or the action is a continuous variable, the solution of Eq. 7 becomes an optimization problem. When the Q model is a nonlinear function, the task is more difficult. In order to avoid interference with the training of the Q model, this paper uses the Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) [9] to estimate the policy function ߨ asynchronously described in Eq. 8.
where the ܽ is the spatial position of the ݆‫ݐ‬ℎ particle, ‫ݒ‬ is the velocity vector. ܽ ௦௧ is the historical optimal solution of ݆‫ݐ‬ℎ particle. ] can be used to train policy function ߨ. This paper also uses artificial neural network to estimate the policy function ߨ. Once the policy functions is trained based on the Q model for one round, the weight of which is used to override the policy function ߨ , which is interacting with the environment.
Note that the particle swarm algorithm is also applicable to the calculation of term ‫ݔܽ݉‬ ‫ݏ(ܳ‬ ାଵ , ‫ݑ‬ , ܽ) in Eq. 5, where:
‫ݔܽ݉‬ ‫ݏ(ܳ‬ ାଵ , ‫ݑ‬ , ܽ) = ‫ݏ(ܳ‬ ାଵ , ‫ݑ‬ , ܽ ௦௧ ) (9) In conclusion, the basic method of DQN based process control is to use an online policy function to interact with the controlled object, record the time series data, and train the Q model with historical data in batch based on the Eq. 5. Using the current Q model, sample and calculate enough samples to train the policy function ߨ, update ߨ , complete one round of Q-leaning iterations and enable agent to interact with controlled objects with new policy function. With continuous progress of the interaction→Q model update→policy function update, the Q model will converge to ‫ݍ‬ * and ߨ will converge to ߨ * .
Condition Library Method
There are three problems in DQN based process control operations:
(1) The accumulation of time series data is staggering, Q model can not always use all historical data for training. (2) Considering the state transition model ‫)•(ܨ‬ of the controlled object is changing with time, the latest data in the historical data is the most valuable, old data should not be learned by the Q model. (3) There is a serious data imbalance problem in training data, that is, the data distribution is deformed. A large amount of data accumulates in some local ranges. The model excessively considers the fitting accuracy of these local ranges, resulting in a low accuracy of fitting in other ranges. In order to solve the above problems, the paper proposes the condition library method. The basic idea is to divide the Q model's input space ܴ ାା within the upper and lower bounds of each dimension into ݃ equal intervals, summing up to ݃ ାା non-overlapping closed spaces with ݊ + ‫‬ + ݉ dimensions. Each small space is allocated a fixed-length variable of a queue structure to store data. There is an upper limit of ܰ ௫ for the total amount of data in the small space. When the amount of data is equal to ܰ ௫ , every time a new record is pushed, an old record in the small space is popped up accordingly, which is called "First In First Out".
Condition library method can easily solve the above three problems. The Q model is trained with all the data or data in batch in the condition database instead of the data in the time series database. There is an upper limit of ݃ ାା • ܰ ௫ for the total amount of data in the condition library, which controls the training consumption. Since the condition library adopts the queue structure, the old data in the same condition is popped out while the new data is pushed into the queue, thus guarantee the timeliness of the training data. There is an upper limit of ܰ ௫ for data number in each small space in the condition library. Even if a condition is frequently accessed, the data cannot be accumulated to a large amount. In contrast, the precious historical data of the conditions which are not frequently accessed will be saved, ensuring that the data is evenly distributed in all conditions and avoid the phenomenon of data imbalance.
Exploration and Exploitation
One of the challenges that arise in reinforcement learning, and not in other kinds of problem or methods, is the trade-off between exploration and exploitation. The agent has to exploit what it already knows, like the best action in certain states which is found to be effective in obtaining reward, but it also has to explore, like to try actions that it has not selected before, in order to make better action selections in the future. The exploration-exploitation dilemma has been intensively studied by mathematicians for many decades. The current well-known methods include ߳-greedy algorithms, softmax algorithms, and Upper-Confidence-Bound Action Selection [7, 10] . Taking into account that the process control problem to be solved is a continuous action problem, in order to maximize the execution efficiency of online policy function ߨ , a most simple action selection method is designed to balance exploration and exploitation from Eq. 10 to Eq. 13.
~ܰ (, Σ) (10) where:
The actual action vector ‫ܣ[‬ ଵ , ‫ܣ‬ ଵ , … , ‫ܣ‬ ] ் comes from the sampling of the normal distribution with the expectation of the optimal action vector [ܽ ଵ , ܽ ଶ , … , ܽ ] ் generated by the online policy function ߨ , and the covariance matrix Σ, where there are several constants that need to be set to measure the degree of dispersion. The sampling process from normal distribution is very easy to implement in modern computers and has no significant effect on the efficiency of the execution of the action.
Random sampling near the optimal action, on the one hand, keeps that the control trajectory running roughly along the optimal trajectory, as exploitation, on the other hand, the agent continuously tries different actions in the continuous action space, as exploration, which guarantees the convergence of DQN based process control and keep the adaptive capabilities.
Water Level Control in DQN Method
The article implements a water level control system based on the DQN framework. Water level control system consists of tank, inlet pipe, outlet pipe and control valve [11~13] . In the water inlet pipe, a hydraulic valve is installed. By adjusting the valve position, the mass flow into the tank can be controlled. The Outlet pipe cross-section is constant, so the mass flow out of the tank is related to the water level. In addition to control objects, the control system also includes water level measuring devices, controllers and actuators. The system has obvious nonlinear characteristics. Structure is shown in Fig. 2 . 
Simulink
® is used to build the tank system, in which the valve submodule is shown in Fig. 3 . The tank submodule is shown in Fig. 4 . System structure after packaging is shown in Fig. 5 . The system simulates with a fixed time step 0.1 seconds. Agent input status signals are state signal: ‫(1ݏ‬water level) and state signal ‫(2ݏ‬inlet mass flow), external command signal ‫(ݑ‬water level set point) and output action signal ܽ(control signal). The agent periodically reads the weights of the latest policy model from the workspace and updates the online policy ߨ . Time series data is stored in Mysql incrementally with a sampling interval of 0.1 seconds The Q model is trained in the Python environment using the Tensorflow, which is an open source deep learning framework. The condition library is maintained in RAM in the form of a 6-dimensional array. The index of the first five dimensions are the water level set point index, the water level index, the inlet mass flow index, the control signal index, and the queue position index. Each sample in the small space is a 7-dimensional vector ‫,ݐ[‬ ‫,ݑ‬ ‫1ݏ‬ ௧ , ‫2ݏ‬ ௧ , ܽ, ‫1ݏ‬ ௧ାଵ , ‫2ݏ‬ ௧ାଵ ], where ‫ݐ‬ is the time stamp, ‫1ݏ‬ ௧ାଵ and ‫2ݏ‬ ௧ାଵ are one time step behind ‫1ݏ‬ ௧ and ‫2ݏ‬ ௧ respectively.
Design reward function in Eq. 14. Where ߮ ∈ (1, ∞) is called the exponential amplifying coefficient. It can be seen that the closer the error, which is the value between water level set point and current water level, is to 0, the higher the reward, fed back to the agent. In the implementation, for training convenience, Sigmoid function is selected to be the output layer activation of the Q model generally, which means the ‫ݏ(ܳ‬ , ‫ݑ‬ , ܽ ) needs to be limited to the interval of The overall framework of DQN based process control is shown in Fig. 6 . The control effect of DQN-based control system is shown in Fig. 7 . It can be seen that the control ability of DQN is constantly increasing from Stage I to Stage IV, which demonstrates that the DQN-based process control is feasible. Note that the glitches in the data are due to the random action selection described in Eq. 10.
Summary
This paper designs and develops a process control system based on DQN, analyzes the problems encountered in the application of reinforcement learning algorithm in process control, such as continuous state, continuous action, how to consider external control instructions, non-episodic, the execution frequency of online policy, etc. As the research results, Off-policy Q-learning algorithm is chosen for the application, the condition library method is put forward, the random action selection method is designed and the parallel method to process three different modules is proposed. Finally, taking the water level control problem as an example, the implementation details of the framework are introduced. It is proved that the DQN based process control framework designed in this paper can basically meet the requirements of actual process control problems.
Because the reinforcement learning has a better adaptability and more flexible in control target design than the traditional control theory based algorithm, combined with the powerful feature extraction ability of deep learning, it is hopeful to solve most of the traditional control problems and even solve more generalized control problems that are not yet completed.
The source code of DQN based process control designed in this paper can be found in https://github.com/VickylastShao/Process-Controller-in-DQN-method. Welcome comments and guidance!
